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Appraisal
The Prestigious SSEF - Swiss Gemmological Institute has verified this 62.40-carat natural star sapphire is of Mogok, Burma origin
with no evidence of enhancement. Additionally, SSEF’s Exceptional Star Sapphire Appendix letter states it is of an impressive size
and weight combined with an attractive color and a distinct, well-defined star in the center of the cabochon. The GIA - Gemological
Institute of America documented this exceptional Mogok, Burma star sapphire in a Monograph book named The Oriental Princess
with gemmological findings confirming those of SSEF.

Major auction houses offer pre-sale estimates with the high figure as much as 50% more than the low estimate. I have followed the
same formula in estimating a fair market value for the 62.40-carat Oriental Princess star sapphire of US$1.2M to US$1.8M.
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About The Appraiser

Jeffery Bergman is an American born precious gemstone dealer and gemmologist with over five decades of broad-based experience in natural gemstones,
diamonds, and fine jewelry. Co-Founder and Director of https://www.eighthdimensiongems.com in Bangkok, Jeffery cut & polished his first gemstone at the age
of fourteen starting him on a lifelong career which has taken him to more than 70 countries, and every continent except Antarctica. His formal gemmological
training was accomplished at SSEF, the prestigious Swiss Gemmological Institute in Basel, Switzerland where he successfully completed his Basic, Diamonds,
Advanced Pearls, Advanced Colored Stones & Scientific Gemmology courses qualifying him as an SSEF SGC. He is also a Senior Accredited Gemologist voting
member of the Accredited Gemologists Association.
Jeffery’s gemstone cutting experienced has contributed greatly to his expertise as a colored gemstone and diamond supplier. Working one-on-one with some of the
most technically advanced cutting factories in Asia insures he is able to supply finished products meeting the very highest of international standards. While based
in Thailand, demand for his expertise regularly takes him to the trading centers of the world visiting clients in Paris, Geneva, London, New York, Hong Kong,
Shanghai and Yangon.
Featured in many gem and jewelry periodicals, Jeffery has also appeared in interviews on the ABC, BBC, CCTV, CNN, NBC and GEO. He has been quoted in
Time, USA Today, National Geographic, Discover, GIA’s Gems & Gemology, Gem-A’s Journal of Gemmology, ICA’s InColor and many other publications around
the world. Jeffery is a frequent guest speaker at GIA Gem Gatherings, gemological conferences & universities, a regular contributor to gemological and other
publications, Honorary Professor for the AIGS - Asian Institute of Gemological Sciences, and Vice President, Emeritus of the IGS - International Gem Society.
jeffery@primagem.com
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Appraisal Disclaimer

This appraisal is for the client’s exclusive use only for the following two purposes: Providing information verifying the
authenticity and physical characteristics of this gemstone or fine jewelry item and/or indicating estimated retail value to obtain
insurance coverage. This appraisal has been established to the best of the appraiser’s knowledge regardless of provenance
elements and/or ownership history, origin, any past, present and/or future legal disputes which cannot be brought against the
appraiser and/or which cannot be associated with the appraiser. This appraisal is an opinion on the gemstone or fine jewelry
item at the time of the examination only. There is no implied guarantee that this appraisal will result in a sale at the appraised
price and no representation or warranty with regards to this report. This appraisal represents the best opinion of the appraiser
at the time of examination with no responsibility for differences which may occur by repeated examination by other experts in
the field and/or by other standards, norms, methods or criteria other than those used by the appraiser.
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